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TANK LEVEL SENDER WORKSHEET 
Complete and fax or email back to FTG 

(includes troubleshooting form on last page) 
 
1. YOUR CUSTOMER PART NUMBER (will be determined from this form and sent to you with a price). 

Name__________________________________ Email__________________________________ 
Vehicle or application type _______________________________________________________ 
Customer part number (TBD by FTG) ______________________________________________ 
 

2. LIQUID TO BE MEASURED 
Our capacitance-based fuel senders are made with aluminum tubing and measure only non-conducting 

liquids such as gasoline with up to 10% ethanol ("E10"), diesel or jet fuel, or oils. "E85" conducts too well with its 
85% ethanol. NOTE 2 at the bottom of this form discusses Dielectric Constant and Full Detection for fuel senders. 

Our water senders are made from PVC tubing and are for drinkable/potable water only. Other conducting 
liquids like saltwater or soapy water may work at first but will leave a conducting coating on the water sender's 
Teflon-jacketed sense wire. Eventually the reading will stop dropping correctly, without cleaning. So we will only sell 
for non-potable applications without our usual 2-year warranty. 

2a. _______________________________ liquid to be measured 
 
3. SENDER LENGTH, BENDS, AND MOUNTS 

Our most common senders have a nylon, epoxy-filled head fastened to the tank top with 5 each screws in 
the SAE bolt pattern, plus a gasket. We call this mounting style "5-hole". Less commonly, a 5-hole sender is 
mounted to the side of a tank with a 90 degree bend. We consider bottom mounts too susceptible to leaks and do 
no offer them. 

Aluminum holders are also available with NPT threads in the sizes 1/2" NPT, 1" NPT, and 1.5" NPT. 
Remember that NPT threads measure about 1/4" bigger than their name, so if you measure 3/4" on a fitting, that's 
called 1/2" NPT. NPT threads are tapered and thus self-sealing so they don’t require a gasket. Typically, sender 
length needed is calculated by the distance from the mounting surface to the bottom of the tank, minus 1/2 
inch. A sender in any NPT version has a natural 1/2 inch offset due to its threads, so you wouldn’t need to subtract 
the 1/2 inch. 

If we bend a sender, it is a single bend with 1.5" bend radius at about 2.5 inches from the head. The sender 
length we need in that case is from the bend to the end of the tube, to which we append "+2.5 @<bend-angle>". 
For bends other than 90 degrees, it's safer to provide us with a dimensioned sketch of the installation and let us 
calculate the length and bend angle. Also, you'd need to fill out our “O'Clock” form (page 5) so that we CAN make 
the bend in the correct direction with respect to the 5-hole mounting screws. 

3a. ___________ bent sender, y/n? (if yes, we'll eventually need a sketch and the “O'Clock” form) 
3b. ___________ sender length needed in inches (from bend, if bent). Use tenths of inches, such as 

10.1” rather than 10-1/8”. 
3c. ___________5-hole ________1/2"NPT __________1"NPT ___________1.5"NPT 

 
4. SUPPLY VOLTAGE 

Our senders work by measuring capacitance and outputting a voltage or resistance or current as needed 
by your gauge or display. The electronics in the sender's head need a Supply voltage to operate, in addition to the 
usual Send and (1) Negative connections. Our standard sender needs a supply between 9-28vdc at about 0.02 
amps. We can also do a 5-volt supply as a special order. For some brands of E240/F33 ohm needle gauge (Stewart 
Warner, Teleflex, Faria, Livorsi, among others), we can do a "2-wire" sender that doesn’t need a separate supply 
voltage connection, as the electronics run from the voltage on the Send wire. This only works when the Send 
voltage is 2 volts or higher throughout the desired output range. (We've not run into a computerized display yet that 
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meets this requirement). We can help you make measurements on your gauge to determine if our 2-wire sender 
would work.  

4a._____________ nominal supply voltage 
 
5. OUTPUT 

Needle gauges typically want a resistance range (ohms) for their input, such as E240/F33 ohms. Some 
industrial systems want an output current of E4/F20 milliamps rather than resistance. Computerized systems often 
are designed to work with existing float senders and thus accept resistance ranges too, but our preference is to do 
computerized displays with voltage instead. For example, if you connect an E240/F33 ohm sender to a 
computerized input, it might cause a Send voltage of E2.5/F0.7 volts at that input. We'd rather do that sender as 
E2.5/F0.7 volts than as E240/F33 ohms, for a somewhat-complicated technical reason. 

The curve between Empty and Full is important. Folks always assume their gauge wants the resistance 
between E and F to be linear. For example, if the range is E240/F33 ohms, they assume 1/2 full must be halfway 
between 240 and 33, or 136.5 ohms. But in reality, 1/2 full is typically about 105 ohms for the E240/F33 ohm range. 
And notice that we say "typically", an inconvenient fact about gauges is there are no official standards for any of the 
ohms ranges. We've seen "E240/F33 ohm" gauges that took 270 ohms to get the needle down to the E mark. We 
have an OHMS CURVE form that we can send to help you measure your gauge's ohms curve for best accuracy. 

Our senders have factory calibration entries for the ohms or volts at each height-wise in 1/8 tank increment. 
So far we’re discussing the curve of the gauge or display itself. It's also possible to marry-in a curve to correct for 
nonrectangular tank shape. There's a one-time engineering charge of $60 to design tank-shape correction from 
an inch-gallon chart for a tank, or $120 from a dimensioned tank drawing. This correction is not needed for a 
rectangular tank, or even for non-rectangular if you don’t want, we've found non-rectangularity has to be pretty 
severe to make a painful difference in accuracy. 

5a._________________________________ brand of gauge __________ is it computerized? 
5b._______________Empty _____________Full 
5c. _______1/8 _______1/4 ______3/8 ________1/2 ________5/8 __________3/4 __________7/8 
5d. _____tank-shape correction desired? (y/n, if yes, we'd need a tank chart or dimensioned 

sketch/dwg) 
 
6. ALARM 

The sender can have an optional Alarm output which provides a closure to ground when the Alarm is active. 
It can drive an alarm device rated up to 28vdc and 0.3 amps. The available Alarm modes are: low alarm, high alarm, 
low+high alarm (on same output), low-on/high-off, or high-on/low off, with the last two being "pump-controller style" 
for keeping a tank within certain levels. The alarms are specified by percents, and for best reliability we make a low 
alarm higher than 0% and a high alarm lower than 100%, to insure those alarms still turn on if the reading doesn’t 
quite get to E or F.  

6a. ____ Alarm desired (y/n)? _____low% _____high% if controller-style, low-on___ or high-on___? 
 
7. CONNECTIONS 

Our standard output is via #8 screws on top of the sender for ring lugs. We also stock a variety of 
weatherproof connectors (see note 7, below, for pictures and mating part numbers). Or we can supply sidewires for 
you to connect your own connectors. And for large orders, we can stock other connectors. Our preference is that 
the wire order and color scheme listed in note 7 be acceptable to you. We already have pigtails built that way for 
other customers and it will speed your order. But if you need to match existing harnesses, we can build what 
you request. Our connector preferences, if you don’t already have harness connectors, are MP2, MP3, and WP4. 

7a. ________________________ connector type (see note 7) 
7b. _____ (Centroid standard pinout/colors ok (y/n)? If no, list A=pos=red, B=neg=black, etc) 
 

8. FULL HEIGHT 
Typically the Full level in a tank is not all the way to the top. For example, on trucks with fuel tanks that are 

horizontal cylinders, the filler neck is on the side of the tank such that the fuel level can’t get closer to the sender's 
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head than 3 or 4 inches. That's important, because if we calibrate Full for a higher than the fuel gets, the reading 
won’t reach Full. Or if we calibrate lower, the reading will get to Full too soon. To avoid unnecessary problems, it's 
smart to measure the distance from the sender mounting surface to the fuel in a full tank from an actual installation. 

8a: _______________ distance from mounting surface to fuel in a full tank, in inches 
 

9. OPTIONS 
The senders can be factory calculated to average readings to remove the effect of slosh. 9a.______(y/n) 

Unless you know your readings have a slosh problems, it's simpler not to have averaging. Typically it takes time to 
do this calculation and is good to avoid to reduce your costs, but it doesn’t hurt to ask, particularly for large volume 
orders.  
 
10. WARRANTY 

If we test a returned sender whose label date is up to 2 years old and find it to have a manufacturing defect, 
we will replace or credit the sender per your preference. We just pay the purchase price, not labor or shipping or 
'other'. If a sender tests OK, we can send it back to you by ground for free. Please ask for a copy of our FTG 
warranty. 
======================================================================================= 

NOTES 
======================================================================================= 
Note 2: Dielectric Constant and Full Detection 

Every level-measuring technology has its strengths and weaknesses. A weakness of capacitance senders 
is that a fuel sender reading is dependent of the "dielectric constant" of the liquid, which is dependent on the 
makeup of the liquid. The toughest example is gasoline with "up to 10% ethanol" (E10). Gasoline with 10% ethanol 
has twice the capacitance of gasoline without ethanol, meaning it would read Full at 50% without compensation if 
the sender were calibrated for no ethanol. To correct for this, our senders have a "Full Detection" stinger in the top 
couple inches of the sender. At power up this stinger detects when the tank has been refilled and rescales the Full 
calibration if necessary. Diesel fuel doesn’t have such a large variation in dielectric-- more like 10%. So rather than 
use Full Detection for diesel (though we could), we just calibrate for "10%-weaker diesel" to insure the diesel 
reading gets at least to Full. 

A point made periodically is that tens of thousands of capacitance senders have been sold since before 
1990. Because there's nothing that limits fuel dielectric to a certain range, the best we can say is that people have 
found the accuracy to meet their needs, and that a different technology should be considered if a particular 
tolerance must be guaranteed for your application.  
 
Note 3: Mounting Styles 
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Note 7: Connections 
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The following pin letters (numbers) are found on the plastic shells of the connectors: 
2W, 3W, 4W: blk=NEG, wht=SEND, (red=POS, grn=ALM) 
2T, 3T, 4T: Left=SEND, lower mid=NEG, (right=POS, top mid=ALARM) 
MP3: A=red=POS, B=wht=SEND, C=blk=NEG. 
Mating-- shell=12110293, seals=15324973, clip=12052845, pins=12103881 
WP4: A=brn=SEND, B=grn=NEG, C=blu=ALM, D=yel=POS 
Mating-- "Weather Pack", shell=120974, seals=12015323, pins=12089040 
DE3: A=red=POS, B=blk=NEG, C=wht=SEND 
Mating-- "DT06", shell: DT06-3S, wedgelock=W3S, pins=0462-209-16141 
MP2: A=blk=NEG, B=wht=SEND 
Mating-- "Series 150". Shell=12052641, tpa=12052634, wire seals=15324973, pins=12048074 
DE2: 1=pnk=SEND, 2=blk=NEG 
Mating-- "DT06", shell=DT06-2S, wedgelock=W2S, pins=0462-209-16141 
 
A connector resource: www.TheElectricalDepot.com 

“O’CLOCK” INSTRUCTIONS for BENT SENDERS 
A. YOU MUST DO THIS. Please don’t just eyeball it. 
B. Rotate the cutout (below) on the tank opening or face of the original sender (not the back) through all 5 rotations 
of the tick marks. 
C. Once you've found the best of the 5 rotations, determine which o'clock number is pointing the direction you 
want the bend to point ____________. 
Cut out the dotted square and dotted circle below (2.12” diameter bolt circle is to scale, please print on “Actual 
Size”, not “Fit” printer setting). 

http://www.theelectricaldepot.com/
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BACKGROUND on OHMS CURVES: 
You might know, as an example that it takes 0 ohms from a sender to make your gauge read “E”, and 100 ohms from a sender to make your 
gauge read “F”, but that doesn't prove that 50 ohms will make it read 1/2. Or maybe you don’t know any of the ohms values your gauge requires 
to produce its gauge readings. We know a lot of ohms-curves based on gauge manufacturer.  But if you u are asked to use this form, it's 
because we don’t know the ohms curve of your gauge.  Sometimes this is because the gauge is very old, or sometimes it's new or rare enough 
that we haven’t run into it before.  By doing the test below, you'll help us make a sender that drives your gauge accurately. You'll also help future 
customers who have the same gauge. 

 

VEHICLE INFORMATION 
What is the year ____________  and mfr/model ____________________________ of your vehicle or equipment? (e.g. 2001 Ford F150) 
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Is the fuel gauge in the vehicle one that was manufactured into the vehicle ("oem")________, 
or is it an "aftermarket" gauge_________, and if so which brand_____________________) 
 

FLOAT SENDER METHOD (IF YOU HAVE A FLOAT THAT WORKS, or a "potentiometer" that works): 
If you have a float sender and can use it to make the gauge needle sweep from E to F, here's how to get the readings we need.  Not everyone is 
familiar with making resistance (ohms) measurements, so I've written a short guide at the bottom of the page. 
 

 
“RADIO SHACK” METHOD: 

 
 
OHMS READING or FLOAT SENDER METHOD: 
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TROUBLESHOOTING - PRELIMIARY QUESTIONS FOR CUSTOMERS: 

 

1. Email address or fax number for further tech support: 
 
       _______________________________________________________________________    
 
     …and your name please____________________________________________________ 

 
2. Part number from your Sender's label (FS..........) __________________________________ 
 
3. Manufacturing date from Sender's label (mm/yy): __________________________________ 
 
4. If the Sender has “Full” and “Empty” adjustments (i.e. is older than 2008), are they sealed with goo?       
  Yes_____ No ______ 
 
5. Reading you are expecting ___________________________________________________ 
 

5b. Reading you are getting __________________________________________________ 
 
5c. Reading you get with the sender UNPLUGGED and power ON ____________________ 

 
6. If convenient, determine your gauge reading with the Sender PLUGGED IN OUTSIDE THE TANK and 

POWER ON ____________________________________________ 
 

 6b…and using a voltmeter, measure the voltage between the inner tube and the outer tube at the 
bottom of the Sender _____________volts direct current (Fuel Senders only-- you won’t be able to 
measure it on a sealed Water Sender). 

 
 
 
 
 


